Advanced EDI Concepts. (Note: Completion of EDI 201 & EDI 301 is pre-requisite for this class)
The cost is $250 per session per webinar.
* A 20% discount is available if you select all sessions (email us info@ediacademy.com for a discount).
* A 20% discount is offered for groups of two or more from the same company.
* These are live webinars, you have the opportunity to consult with an expert that has implemented EDI for a number of
companies and trading partners.
* Every attendee will receive a certificate of completion.
* You will also receive a 100+ page course manual along with other educational resources.

EDI 401: Advanced Course: E-Commerce EDI & Change Order Automation
Change Order Processing
A study from the RVCF found that retailers changed orders an average of 4.4 times during the lifecycle of a PO. However, most
organizations today handle the PO change process manually.
Retailers today are sending out 860 EDI PO Change transactions more often than before. However, the major challenge is for the
supplier to automate the 860 PO Change process. Most suppliers are still manually processing the 860 Purchase Order changes.
The key to automating change orders is to refine the business rules and processes. In this session, we will provide examples of
how some suppliers have been able to successfully automate the processing of change orders.
E-Commerce EDI Best Practices
E-commerce EDI usage is exploding. This workshop will show you how to avoid common pitfalls and master transactions such as
the 855 PO Acknowledgement, 869 Order Status Inquiry, 870 Order Status Report, and 846 Inventory Inquiry/Advice. Successful
e-commerce EDI will help you boost productivity, reduce errors and improve trading partner relationships.

EDI 410: Advanced Course: EDI for Finance, Inventory & Transportation
EDI For Finance:
This workshop will show you how to implement EDI transactions such as the 820 RA/Payment and the 823 Lockbox. Finance EDI
can help you improve productivity and reduce costs and errors in your treasury and accounts receivable departments.
EDI For Inventory & Sales:
An inventory management system is incomplete without EDI. Learn best practices for EDI transactions such as the 846 Inventory
Inquiry/Advice, 947 Warehouse Inventory Adjustment Advice, and the 852 Product Activity Data. This will enable you to provide
inventory visibility to your partners and optimize inventory to meet goals for product availability and ROI.
Studies show that the data input for about one quarter of Business Intelligence and Decision Support comes from EDI
transactions. Learn best practices for implementing the 852 and other EDI-related transactions and watch your sales department
reap the rewards.
EDI For Transportation:
Transportation EDI is very powerful but underutilized. 3PL's, freight carriers, suppliers and retailers can benefit from learning how
to manage transactions such as 110 Air Freight Details and Invoice, 204 Load Tender, 210 Invoice, 214 Transportation Carrier
Ship. This workshop will show you how to use this information to track shipments and optimize your transportation management
system.

